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Abstract—In this paper, we present marine mammal observation statistics, high-frequency seismic source characteristics, and
example denoising of marine mammal acoustical recordings using
data collected during the mitigation and monitoring program
for a 3-D seismic survey by EnCana Corporation, Calgary, AB,
Canada, in the Northwest Atlantic during 2003. Marine mammals were observed both visually and acoustically. No marine
mammal incidents or adverse reactions were observed during the
survey. Acoustical observations were made by the Seamap Passive
Acoustic Cetacean Monitoring System (SPACMS), consisting of
two hydrophones placed 50 m apart, towed ahead of and to one
side of the seismic source. Visual and acoustical detections were
uncorrelated, indicating the complementary nature of the two observational techniques. Visual detections were more common per
hour of effort than acoustical detections. Acoustical detection rates
showed no significant day–night difference. Marine mammals
appeared to have avoided very close ranges ( 100 m) from the
seismic array during seismic acquisition, but the overall number
of marine mammals in the observable radius (1–2 km) did not
change significantly when the seismic source was “on” compared
to “off.” Marine mammals were observed in larger groups and
appeared to have become less vocal when the seismic source was
active. It should be noted however, that the results from this data
gathering effort may be affected by potential sources of bias (such
as the combination of data from toothed and baleen whales).
Signal processing of seismic source signatures indicated some
high-frequency energy content consistent with expectations from
earlier work. This analysis confirmed that most of the seismic
energy was concentrated at lower frequencies ( 500 Hz). No
low-frequency comparisons with near-field data could be made
due to the geometry of the SPACMS recording hydrophones
and seismic source, which resulted in the Lloyd’s mirror effect
obliterating low-frequency components in the SPACMS records.
A wavelet-based denoising method was applied to improve the visibility of marine mammal vocalizations on a spectrogram display.
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I. INTRODUCTION

E

NCANA CORPORATION contracted WesternGeco’s
M/V Triton to acquire a 1734 km 3-D seismic survey
in May–June, 2003, over its Stonehouse exploration license
(EL 2414), offshore Nova Scotia, Canada. The survey area is
located over the Scotian slope in water depths of 300–2500 m
[see Fig. 1(a) and (b)]. The western boundary of the survey area
is adjacent to Haldimand canyon, which is an occasional habitat
for the northern bottlenose whale (Hyperoodon ampullatus),
a population of beaked whales designated as “endangered”
in December, 2002 [1]. Their primary habitat is the Gully
Marine Protected Area, and they are also found in Shortland
canyon, located 70 and 47 km west from the survey area,
respectively. Timing of mating, calving, as well as presence
in Haldimand canyon is unknown. The preferred habitat of
northern bottlenose whales is centered on the 1000-m depth
contour, and they are rarely sighted in water depths of less than
800 m. Nova Scotia is the southern limit of this species, and the
Scotian Shelf population appears to be isolated from its nearest
neighbor population in the Davis Strait, off northern Labrador,
1400 km to the north.
During environmental assessment consultations, specific
concerns were brought up about the potential impact of the
survey on the northern bottlenose whale due to its proximity to
Haldimand canyon, and suspected enhanced susceptibility of
beaked whales to acoustical impact [2]. An operational plan to
protect and monitor marine mammals in the survey area was
drawn up for the survey, including a safety-zone monitoring
program using both visual and passive acoustic monitoring
with the Seamap Passive Acoustic Cetacean Monitoring System
(SPACMS). An approach of responsible risk management was
followed to select a radius that would likely provide reasonable
protection at realistic ranges. A shutdown safety range of 800 m
was selected for “endangered” whale species, which include
the northern bottlenose whale, North Atlantic right whale, and
blue whale. None of those species were observed within the
800-m range during seismic activity, so no shutdown was ever
initiated for marine mammals.
Subsequently, EnCana decided to analyze the data collected
during the monitoring program and conduct research. Since the
program was not designed for research purposes, systematic
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Fig. 1. (a) Stonehouse 3-D seismic survey location map. (b) Detail of seismic survey area, showing nearby canyons.

presurvey and postsurvey marine mammal abundances were not
taken. However, two SPACMS survey lines were acquired within
Haldimand canyon before seismic operations started, and no
northern bottlenose whales (nor any other whale species) were
detected [see “Track 1” and “Track 2” on Fig. 1(b)]. Visual and
acoustical observational schedules also differed significantly,
the SPACMS system being decommissioned earlier in the survey
when the seismic vessel drew further away from the region of
highest perceived risk to the northern bottlenose whale.
Marine mammal observer (MMO) duties were conducted primarily by EnCana’s marine mammal, bird, and fishery liaison
observer and by crewmen with binoculars during daylight hours
and when visibility permitted. These duties were also conducted
by bridge officers. All received training from the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) before the survey. A continuous
watch was maintained on the bridge. Each sighting was logged

on a marine mammal recording form and included in the daily
report. Information was also passed to the SPACMS operators
for cross reference and inclusion into a detection summary report; any acoustical detection was visually confirmed whenever
possible.
There were no other seismic vessels operating in the immediate area of the survey. However, slight seismic interference
was observed on one line, possible due to the Geophysical
Service Incorporated Admiral (GSI Admiral), a seismic vessel
known to be operating on the Scotian Shelf at the same time.
Shipping activity in the survey area was negligible, and fishing
effort was low.
This paper presents the configuration of the SPACMS
(Section II), the geographical distribution of observed marine
mammals (Section III), a statistical analysis of marine mammal
observations (Section IV), a high-frequency seismic source
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analysis (Section V), and a technique for marine mammal vocalization denoising with examples from this data set (Section VI).
II. CONFIGURATION OF THE SPACMS
SPACMS was used to complement the standard visual observations conducted during daylight hours to extend the capability
to detect marine mammals. One senior Seamap operator and two
trained crewmen operated the SPACMS. The benefits of a passive acoustic observation system include the following:
• detects 24 h a day, whereas visual monitoring is not effective during periods of low visibility (night, fog, or rain);
• works reasonably well even in poor weather arising from
high winds, when visual observations become difficult;
• provides a complementary detection method unrelated to
how long a particular species involved in a particular behavior is at the surface to be seen.
The disadvantages compared to visual observations include the
following:
• equipment is more expensive;
• requires heavier equipment and longer deployment/recovery times;
• may interfere with in-sea seismic equipment;
• does not detect nonvocalizing marine mammals;
• difficult to get accurate ranges on faint contacts and, to a
lesser degree, bearing.
A. Sensor Description and Deployment
SPACMS consists of a towed hydrophone array with four hydrophones at various separations from 5.55 to 50 m of which two
can be monitored at one time. Because of the specific interest
in blue whales which vocalize at low frequencies, it was decided to monitor the two most spatially separated hydrophones
(50 m) to give the maximum amount of phase difference in the
arriving low-frequency signals. The hydrophones have a sensitivity of 201 dBV re 1 Pa and are sampled at a rate of 44 kHz.
1.5 dB over
The hydrophones are spectrally flat to within
1 Hz–15 kHz. A fixed gain preamplifier in the streamer provides 27 dB of gain. The dual channel 50-m array was deployed
280 m behind the vessel, ahead and slightly to the port side of
the seismic source (which was towed 485 m behind the vessel)
to ensure that it did not interfere with the recovery and deployment of the in-sea seismic equipment (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Vessel layback diagram, showing deployment position of the SPACMS.

fix” obtained by recording a series of bearings over time,
forming an incoherent synthetic aperture.
Unfortunately, towing the entire seismic spread and using azimuth thrusters produced high levels of mechanical and cavitation noise. This had not been observed during the test deployment in the Gulf of Mexico, where the full streamer array and
position control systems were not deployed. This broadband
noise reduced the maximum detection ranges for vocalizations
from the theoretical detection range of several kilometers (depending on species) to approximately 1–2 km; however, this was
still adequate for mitigation purposes.
Acoustical monitoring for whales over the frequency range
0–22 kHz was conducted almost continuously over the 22-d
deployment period during seismic activity with a duty cycle
of approximately 75%. Operators monitored for whales before
and during the ramp-up period and while the vessel was in
production.

B. Signal Displays
The acoustical signals received by the streamer were fed
to the interface unit; then to the computer for processing,
recording, and display. The displays showed the operators the
detected clicks, ultralow-frequency signals and wideband spectrogram information on spectrogram plots. Streamer depth and
position were also displayed. The signals from the hydrophones
were also processed to obtain a bearing to the operator-selected
acoustical source using the measured time of arrival delay from
one hydrophone to the other and a simple direct ray assumption.
Using global positioning system (GPS) positioning information
and a proprietary mapping application, an approximate range
for an acoustical source can be estimated based on a “running

III. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF MARINE
MAMMAL SIGHTINGS
A chart of the marine mammal sightings is shown in Fig. 3.
Marine mammal species are represented by different symbols.
If no specific bearing or distance was available for the marine
mammal sighting, the vessel position is indicated instead of the
marine mammal position. Visual sightings are prefixed with the
letter “V” whereas SPACMS acoustical sightings are prefixed
with the letter “S.” A total of eight visual sightings are not
plotted, being south of the chart coverage.
Most of the sightings were along the northern edge of the
survey area, while the vessel was turning at the end of a seismic
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Fig. 3. Chart of marine mammal detections during the Stonehouse survey.

line and aligning itself for the next. This suggests that marine
mammals are more attracted to the vessel while the seismic

source is turned “off” (for approximately 3 h per turn). It could
also be that marine mammals congregate in shallower waters
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TABLE I
DETECTION EVENTS DURING THE SURVEY FOR THE VISUAL AND ACOUSTICAL OBSERVATIONS

of the Scotian slope ( 500 m deep or so). The Scotian Shelf
edge is indeed a whale migration route, especially in the spring
and early summer as whales come back from their south winter
grounds, with later entry onto the Shelf.
IV. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF MARINE
MAMMAL SIGHTINGS
Acquisition of the Stonehouse survey started on the west side
of the survey area, near Haldimand canyon, and moved eastwards over the period May 3–June 28 (57 d). SPACMS was operated continuously during seismic acquisition from May 3–24
(22 d), after which the seismic vessel drew further away from
the region of highest perceived risk to the northern bottlenose
whale. Visual observations started three days before commencement of seismic activity (April 30) and continued until the end
of the program on June 28 (60 d in total). Much of the daytime
weather during this period was foggy, with significant waveheights varying from 1 m to 5 m.
There are several differences in the type of information gathered from the visual and SPACMS observations. Visual detections can estimate the number of animals; SPACMS cannot. To
be able to compare data obtained from the two methods, we
have therefore used the number of “detection events” rather than
number of animals. An acoustical detection event is defined as
the detection of one or more marine mammals; acoustical detections too faint to derive a range were disregarded. We have
also normalized detection rates by hours of observation effort
to compare SPACMS (which can operate 24 h a day) and visual
observations (which can operate only 14 h or less per day, depending on weather).
We begin by looking at the number of detection events,
split into visual and acoustical detections and not normalized
by hours of effort. Ideally, we would have liked to take the
visual observations only for the period where SPACMS was
operating, for a direct comparison, but the period (May 3–24)
was too short to obtain statistically significant number of visual
events; and so visual detection events have been considered
from the entire survey. This introduces some geographical/temporal confounding variables, as we will see. Table I shows the
number of detection events for the two methods, with the key
shown below the table contents.
Of the 17 acoustical detection events, 11 were in daylight, in
line with the proportion of daylight hours at this latitude in May.
Hence, acoustical detection rates are similar for day and night.
This supports the assumption that we may compare hourly detection rates between visual and acoustical techniques irrespective of the concern that acoustical monitoring operates during

daytime and night time, whereas visual monitoring is limited to
daytime.
Of the 11 daylight acoustical detections, eight were dolphin
whistles and three sperm whale echolocation click trains—one
of which occurred twenty minutes after the last visual observation of sperm whales. Of the six detections at night, three were
dolphin whistles, two were identified as northern bottlenose
whales echolocation clicks, and one was click trains too weak
to identify.
There were no acoustical detections of mysticetes, although
we know from previous programs that SPACMS can detect
baleen whales species. Humpback whales were visually observed during the latter part of the survey, when SPACMS was
not operating. This is, therefore, likely to be a temporal bias.
For minke and fin whales, it may be that these species were not
vocalizing, or that their low-frequency vocalizations are more
easily lost in the background vessel noise; whereas transient,
high-frequency echolocation clicks from toothed whales are
quite distinct and more easily detected. This is borne out by the
relatively high detection rate (compared to visual detections)
for sperm whales, northern bottlenose whales, and dolphins,
compared to other species.
The detection of northern bottlenose whales was of particular
importance. There were five such detection events, three visual,
and two acoustical. Acoustical detections of northern bottlenose
whales were identified by SPACMS operators based on the observed vocalization pattern. All events occurred during weather
standby or line turns, while the seismic source was not active.
The closest detection was at 30 m during weather standby. Other
detections were at ranges of 500–1800 m.
Noting that no detection event of any species was recorded
both visually and acoustically, and that two out of five of the
northern bottlenose whale detection events were acoustical,
indicates the complementarity of visual and acoustical monitoring. Some contributing factors to the lack of correlation
between visual and acoustical detections are temporal bias
(e.g., humpback whales), periods of low visibility when visual
detections are limited (fog, night), and diving/vocalizing behavior of the whales (e.g., some whale species tend to be silent
when they are at the surface, and to vocalize when they are
involved in underwater activities such as chasing squids).
A. Marine Mammal Response to Seismic Activity
At no time was any individual observed to be affected
by seismic activity. However, statistical analysis of marine
mammal detections can draw out more subtle effects such as
minor avoidance.
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Fig. 4. Layout of the Stonehouse seismic source.

Statistics were computed taking time bins of 6 min (0.1 h);
for reporting purposes, values are stated in detections per hour.
Standard T-tests were used to assess statistical significance.
Ideally, statistics for toothed whales and baleen whales should
have been analyzed separately because of differences in hearing

range, but the small number of samples did not allow for this,
potentially introducing bias. Other potential sources for bias
include location/water depth differences, different observers
and differences in detection ranges. As expected for a program
not initially planned for research, the experimental design is
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Fig. 5. Example trace (with arbitrary vertical pressure scale) from the near-field recordings.

not well blocked (in terms of optimally sampling the parameter
space to unravel confounding variables) and some of these
sources of errors are likely to cause some bias.
B. Visual Detection Versus Seismic Activity
The number of detection events/hour with seismic source
“off” versus “on” gives a ratio of 2.5 : 1 (number of visual
detection events per hour of observation with source “off”
0.089 and source “on” 0.035). This is statistically significant
at the 99.7% level.
This ratio approaches unity (1.16 : 1) if we use animal counts
(0.52 for source “off” to 0.45 for source “on”). This is statistically significant only at the 64% level—little better than chance.
The combined implication of these two results is that marine
mammals did not as a whole move out of visual range or become
less visible when the seismic source was active but congregated
in fewer, but larger, groups.
C. Acoustical Detection Versus Seismic Activity
Acoustical detection events/hour versus seismic activity has
a ratio of 3.3 : 1 (0.0574 for source “off” to 0.0175 for source
“on”). This is a statistically significant difference at the 98.6%
level. Coupled with the visual results computed in Section IV-B,
this implies that the whales tend to become less vocal but do
not go away when the seismic source is active. This could have
implications for possible bias inherent in using visual observations to interpret the impact on marine mammals. Seismic surveying can apparently have a behavioral impact at a high level of
statistical significance without visual observers reporting seeing
fewer marine mammals.
D. Marine Mammal Proximity Versus Seismic Activity
SPACMS was not able to estimate ranges sufficiently often
to obtain statistically significant results, owing to the difficulty
in maintaining contact over a long enough period for a long
baseline bearing change.

The average detection range from visual observations does
not show a significant difference between seismic source “off”
and “on.” However, the percentage of detection events within
100 m does (35% for source “off” versus 14% for source “on”),
suggesting that marine mammals do avoid very close ranges
when the seismic source is “on” compared to “off,” even if
they do not move far enough to exceed visual detection range.
Safety-zone monitoring did not affect those statistics since no
shutdown was required during the survey.
V. SEISMIC SOURCE SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Acoustical recordings of the seismic source elements were
made at low sampling rates (500 and 2000 Hz) by near-field
receivers (approximately 1 m from the source elements) and at
high sampling rate (44 kHz) by the two SPACMS receivers. The
SPACMS data allow the high-frequency content of the seismic
signals to be estimated as reported elsewhere, e.g., [3]. The
near-field receiver recordings were lowpass filtered at 500 Hz.
The far-field SPACMS receivers were at some 35-m depth, and
at a range of 147–224 m from the seismic source elements,
so that the difference between the direct and surface-reflected
arrivals was very short, canceling out frequency components
below about 250 Hz. Hence, there is little overlap between
the two recording system signal estimates that would allow
comparison.
The seismic source used consisted of two identical 5085-in
source arrays laterally separated by 75 m, operated in flip-flop
mode. Each array consisted of three 1695-in subarrays operating at 2000-lbf/in air pressure (Fig. 4).
Fig. 5 shows example traces from the near-field hydrophones,
on an arbitrary pressure scale. It is clear that (apart from the geophysical recording standard inversion of the signal) the nearfield signal from a single source element consists of a single
rapid pulse rise and subsequent rapid fall, followed by periodic
bubble plume pulses at a little over 1-s intervals. Once the surface reflections and array tuning are taken into account, most of
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, (valid for our case), we may linearize the expresIf
and
in terms of , , and and combine the two
sions for
signal terms to give an approximation for the combined signal
pressure amplitude in the form
(3)

Fig. 6. Geometry for Lloyd’s mirror. The range R is normally

 h or d.

the energy is concentrated around 50 Hz for the seismic array.
The smaller sharp inverted peaks visible shortly after the primary pulse are presumed due to surface-reflected signals, much
attenuated due to the additional distance traveled by the reflected
path compared to the nearness of the near-field hydrophone directly above the source element port. From the ratio of the amplitudes and the delay interval between primary and reflected
path, the near-field hydrophone is estimated to be approximately
0.25 m from the source element port, consistent with
1.25
its actual location on the source array (1 m for a single source
element position and 1.25 m to the centroid of a cluster).
A. SPACMS Recordings
The SPACMS receivers were at a nominal depth of 35 m with
ranges to the various seismic source elements varying between
147–224 m for the two hydrophones (144–222 m for horizontally projected distances). Both source arrays were at a depth of
6 m.
For a sound source near a perfectly compliant boundary,
like the boundary between water and air at the sea surface, the
boundary can be replaced by an image source with opposite
sign ( radians out of phase) placed equidistant on the far side
of the boundary. This “image source” causes destructive and
constructive coherent interference with the direct source signal,
depending on range, depth, and frequency. It is then easy to see
that a source near a compliant reflecting boundary is likely to
generate a complicated pressure amplitude field. This effect is
known as Lloyd’s mirror [4]. An example of a typical Lloyd’s
mirror geometry is given in Fig. 6.
We write the direct path signal , as a spherically decaying
Fourier sum

Equation (3) contains the usual sinusoidal oscillations in space
and time for the individual Fourier components, and also has the
slowly decaying
dependence due to spherical spreading.
There is also another sinusoidal term, however, with argument
) that modulates the root-mean-square (rms) pressure
(
amplitude of each component and, at large range and low frequencies, tends to zero. This is to be expected, since a receiver
is exposed to a source and a virtual “antisource” (an image radians out of phase) with little angular separation (
, ) so
that the two sources coherently cancel where the difference in
transmission path lengths is small compared to the wavelength.
35 m and
6 m, while
144–222 m.
For our case,
Equation (3) predicts that at 250 Hz there will be coherent constructive interference at 144-m range, while the amplitude will
be reduced by 45% from 144 to 222 m. At lower frequencies,
the signal is progressively reduced at all ranges over 100 m. At
100 Hz, the most distant SPACMS hydrophone receives amplitude reduced by 8 dB.
Therefore, to estimate the free-field1 seismic source element
signal from the SPACMS recordings is not so simple, because
the direct and reflected paths are of very similar lengths and the
angle of incidence on the surface is extremely shallow, permitting an almost specular return of similar amplitude to the direct
path. The method chosen in this analysis is deconvolution of the
direct and surface-reflected signals, accepting that frequencies
below about 200 Hz will be irretrievable.
B. Deconvolution Algorithm
be the free-field transmitted signal, with the received
Let
at each of the two SPACMS hydrophones modelled
signal
as the superposition of an undistorted direct path replica and a
delayed surface-reflected path replica with 180 phase shift, the
time lag between the direct and surface-reflected arrivals being
be the impulse redifferent for the two hydrophones. Let
sponse of the channel between the source and hydrophone 1 and
be the impulse response of the channel corresponding to
hydrophone 2. Ignoring amplitude modulation due to spherical
spreading and absorption (which we take to be similar for both
paths)
(4)

(1)
where
is the direct distance from source to receiver.
The surface-reflected wave, , appears to arrive from a virtual image source at a different range
, and is also negative
because of the phase reversal, giving us

(2)

where
and
are the time lags, so that for the two receiving
hydrophones, we have

(5)
and
are the noise terms, which in general are
where
assumed to be much smaller than the signal.
1Free-field signal refers to the signal that would be received in the absence of
reflecting boundaries.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of a near-field EnCana and deconvolved SPACMS spectra at low frequencies.

A polynomial division by
allows us to estimate
from
in the absence of noise. However, such a division is sensitive to noise and causes undesirable oscillations in the estimate
.
of
In general, we do not know the time lags for the hydrophones.
will
We can estimate these by assuming that the correct
minimize the energy in the estimate of
. By performing
an exhaustive search over the physically possible time lags
(based on the geometry), we choose the time lags for the two
hydrophones that minimize the energy in the estimated

(6)
where
is the polynomial deconvolution operator
is the impulse response corresponding to time lag .
and
For signals of finite length, the impulse response
can be
written in a matrix form
(7)
where is the column vector containing the convolved signal
and is a column vector containing the original signal. Based
and , we determine
and
on the two time lags
and consequently the matrices
and . As both hydrophones
receive the same source signal convolved with different impulse
responses, we can write

(8)
The matrix
is in general not a square matrix and does not
possess an inverse. However, a generalized pseudoinverse
can be computed using the singular value decomposition (SVD)

. The pseudoinverse finds a least mean-square (LMS)
of
error solution for the system and, therefore, is robust to small
noise terms
(9)
Hence, the estimate

of

is given by
(10)

This simultaneous use of both received signals in a least-squares
optimization sense is chosen for its robust performance in the
presence of noise. However, the estimate seems to still contain
some high-frequency oscillations. Assuming that the original
signal is spectrally smooth, we can impose an additional conby smoothing the fast
straint of spectral smoothness on
Fourier transform (FFT) of
using the locally weighted
linear regression (LOWESS) algorithm [5]. This algorithm
removes outliers, resulting in a smooth spectrum. A smoothing
length of 20 samples was arbitrarily chosen by visual inspection
of the results. A comparison between the low-frequency energy
density recorded by a near-field hydrophone from the source
array and the energy density estimated by the deconvolution
of the SPACMS recording is shown in Fig. 7, with absolute
levels adjusted to match at crossover since the calibration of the
pressure signal from the near-field hydrophones is not known.
The dashed line is that obtained for deconvolution, whereas
the solid line shows the low-frequency near-field hydrophone
results.
As expected, the deconvolved result falls progressively below
the near-field result for low frequencies, with a shortfall of some
10 dB at 100 Hz, broadly in line with estimates made from (3)
for the Lloyd’s mirror effect. The higher energy levels below
100 Hz shown in the near-field curve would not be experienced
in a seismic source array, where tuning removes almost all energy below 50 Hz.
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Fig. 8. High-frequency power spectral density for airguns of various sizes.

We can, therefore, proceed to examine the high-frequency
properties of the source element signals estimated by deconvolution, bearing in mind that the time-series representation will
not be useful (since most of the energy in the signal is lost at
low frequencies) and that frequency components should only
be trusted above about 200 Hz. Although most seismic energy is
concentrated at low frequencies and emitted at a steep launching
angle (downward to bottom), high-frequency analysis is useful
because some high-frequency energy is still generated and propagates outward, especially in a mixed surface layer. Surface
ducting tends to amplify the high-frequency sound emitted by
seismic surveys, as was observed in the Gulf of Mexico sperm
whale seismic study conducted by the U.S. Minerals Management Service. Its potential for impact may, therefore, be higher
than at first can be expected from a seismic source.
C. Deconvolved High-Frequency Results
We present examples of high-frequency spectral power density for seismic source elements of various sizes in Fig. 8. The
curves are averages over all source elements of each size for
which recordings are available. The general trend is clearly for
all sizes to exhibit decreasing power as frequency increases,
with levels at 5 kHz some 65 dB below those at 50 Hz estimated
from Fig. 7. As expected, larger source elements produce generally higher energy levels at all frequencies. There is no indication of marked frequency structure in any of the sizes, or any
significant difference in spectral shapes, indicating that these
source elements all operate in much the same way, simply with
larger or smaller gas releases as the size suggests.
Examination of different signatures from each source element
shows that the source elements are very stable in their output. An
example of four signatures from source element 2–3 (element 3
from subarray 2; 195 in ) is shown in Fig. 9.

When a source element signature is combined with its reflection in the surface, the spectral density could be as much as
6 dB higher (for coherent constructive interference) or reduced
to zero. A simulation of the effect of elevation of a receiver
at 100 m has been carried out to indicate how received levels
might be affected by the depth of a receiver at constant range.
The results have been corrected for spherical spreading to give
the apparent source level at 1 m. The results for source element
2–3 are shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen, the energy density
at steep angles (high declination from the horizontal) at low
frequencies is somewhat higher than for the signature shown
in Fig. 9 for this source element. At frequencies below 4 kHz,
there is a significant reduction in received level if the receiver
is nearly horizontal, with little or no effect below a declination
of 30 . At higher frequencies, there is no apparent declination
effect.
Whereas it is often assumed that the array will always steer
seismic energy downwards (which is certainly true at low frequencies), we see here that this is not as obvious at higher frequencies, where many odontocetes hear best (though the amplitude of these higher frequency signals is attenuated very rapidly
to ambient noise levels).
Finally, the effect of an entire source array was simulated,
with surface reflections. The power spectral densities above
150 Hz were estimated at declinations of 0 , 30 , 60 , and 90 ,
90 being directly downward from the surface. The array is not
rotationally symmetric and, hence, exhibits azimuthal variation.
For a declination of 90 (pointing straight down), there is no
azimuthal variation. For other angles of declination (0 , 30 ,
and 60 ), spectra were computed in five azimuthal directions,
0 , 45 , 90 , 135 , and 180 , where 0 is ahead and 90 is
broadside of the array. The results are shown in Fig. 11. They
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Fig. 9. High-frequency spectra for airgun 2–3 (195 in ) over four separate shots.

Fig. 10. Simulated airgun directionality for airgun 2–3 as a function of declination from the horizontal.

show that declination is predicted to have a very substantial impact on the output of the array at lower frequencies; 30–40 dB
at 500 Hz from directly downwards to horizontally. These
differences diminish as the frequency increases.
It is also clear that there are substantial variations with azimuthal angle, arising from the detailed coherent interference
of many sources as the geometry changes. These can apparently
introduce a variability of
10 dB. These predictions suggest
that , based solely on amplitude, marine mammals may not be
able to know whether they are swimming towards or away from
a seismic array, because geometrical variations may give rise to
10 dB in received level purely as a result of changing azimuthal angle to the array without changing range.

VI. MARINE MAMMAL VOCALIZATION DENOISING
The marine mammal vocalization recordings consist of various types, recorded on the two hydrophones of SPACMS. The
recordings have significant transient noise caused by the survey
vessel thrusters, and some unwanted tonal content. By cross
correlating the two channels, the difference in arrival times of
the marine mammal vocalization can be estimated to obtain a
bearing. By time shifting by the difference in arrival time, and
summing the two channels, one can increase the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR).
The data were denoised by a two-stage wavelet decomposition process, using the acoustical signal characterization toolbox
(ASC), developed by the Acoustic Research Laboratory (ARL)
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Fig. 11. Predicted declination and azimuthal variations in power spectral density of a seismic array above 150 Hz.

in the Tropical Marine Science Institute (TMSI) at the National
University of Singapore (NUS) [6]. We present this approach
since it is not computationally intensive and could be applied in
real time as an aid to observers and operators.
By using the appropriate multiresolution transform, the ASC
toolbox can be used to separate a time signal into the following
components, extracting one at each stage of the process:
• tonals: long duration, frequency-localized signal;
• transients: broadband, time-localized signal;
• time-frequency transients;
• spectrally smooth noise.
Each denoising stage has a similar approach as follows:
• signal decomposition on an appropriate basis;
• signal detection;
• signal extraction and reconstruction.
Since the recordings exhibit mostly transient and tonal noise,
only these extraction stages were used on the data.
A. Tonal Detection and Extraction

and
, the cosine
the whole signal. On the first level,
packet is scaled to half the length of the signal and the transform
is equivalent to a cosine transform on the first half of the signal
. When
and
, the cosine packet is
resulting in
scaled to half the length of the signal and translated such that the
transform is equivalent to a cosine transform on the second half
. This process can be continued
of the signal resulting in
down to a finite number of levels; each level of the decomposition contains the complete representation of the signal, but split
over different time windows; hence, it is a redundant basis representation of the original time signal. For this application, we
are only concerned with the first-level coefficients. Further details of cosine-packet decompositions and wavelets-packet decompositions can be found in works in [7] and [8].
Tonal detection can be achieved by comparing the Shannon
entropy function [9] of the coefficients at the first decomposition
level to those for the zero level. The Shannon entropy is given
by
(12)

By definition, a tonal is a temporally long, frequency-localized signal. To achieve the best representation in the frequency
domain, the most appropriate transform is a cosine-packet transform (CPT) [7].
Essentially, the coefficients of the transform are given by
(11)
is the time series of the signal and
is the cosine
where
and
packet scaled by ( ) and translated by ( ) for
.
The cosine packet is a cosine wave multiplied by a smooth
envelope function, so is well localized in both time and space,
initially scaled to be the same length as the signal. At the zero
, the transform is equivalent to a cosine transform of
level,

If tonals are present, they will be present in both
and
,
since by definition they should be in the first and second half
and
of the signal. Hence, the sum of the entropies of
should exceed the entropy of
since the first level essentially
contains “more information” than the zero level.
To accurately locate tonal components, a dot-product is
performed between the two level 1 coefficient vectors, and the
square root taken to preserve the amplitude of the common
frequency components.
A threshold was then applied to the correlation result to detect matching components between the two basis vectors at level
1. To remain adaptively objective, the Donoho–Johnstone estimator (DJE) [10] was used to estimate the threshold level.
This requires the standard deviation of the assumed noise to be
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Fig. 12. (a) Original and (b) denoised spectrograms of a dolphin whistle.

known, and estimates can be sought from the zero level of the
cosine-packet coefficients. The threshold is given by

and may then be reconstructed (since cosine-packet decomand
.
position is orthogonal) to give the time series
B. Transient Detection and Extraction

(13)
denotes the median and is the length of the signal.
where
The threshold allows splitting of the signal into (which contains the tonals), and a remainder

(14)

The same principle is applied to detect transients, the only
difference being that orthogonal or biorthogonal wavelet-packet
decomposition is used instead of cosine-packet decomposition.
Wavelets are compactly supported over a time interval
but are generally not compactly supported in frequency.
Wavelet-packet decomposition is the time/frequency dual
of cosine-packet decomposition. Translation of the wavelet
function corresponds to a shift in frequency (rather than time).
Scaling of the wavelet function corresponds to a decrease in
time resolution (rather than frequency).
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Daubechies real biorthogonal most selective (DRBMS)
22, to obtain a good
wavelets were used with length
compromise between computation-time and efficiency.
The wavelet-packet decomposition (to level 1) of the signal is
calculated. A true time transient that is broadband in frequency
should show up in both halves of the level 1 coefficients. The
entropy test is used to check for the presence of transients and
the threshold is set using the same scheme as in the tonal extraction; the coefficients are split and reconstructed to yield the
transient time series and the remaining times series.

that could be used to improve detection of marine mammal
vocalizations.
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